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Experimental theatre company launches their second season with workshop production of 
brand new play by Natalie Ann Valentine 

Fractal Theatre Collective presents Pillowtalk & Other Parts of Speech 

WHAT: Pillowtalk is a scene cycle of love stories, but not necessarily that kind of love.  
  Parents and their children, strangers meeting for the first time, old lovers, new  
  lovers, siblings -- Pillowtalk tells stories of the human desire to share life with  
  others, whether we like it or not. 
WHO:   Written by local playwright and rising star Natalie Ann Valentine, directed by  
  Fractal Associate Artistic Director Katie Ciszek. CAST: Molly Shayna Cohen,  
  Chris Consaul, Sophia Delogu, Natalie Garcia-Ruiz.  
WHEN:  August 23 and 24 at 8pm and August 24 at 2pm 
WHERE: Adams Morgan Community Center 
  1770 Euclid St Nw 
  Washington DC 2009 
WHY:  Regardless of background, identity, or means, theatre should be for everyone.  
  Fractal Theatre Collective was founded on these principles, and is proud to   
  present a season-opener that portrays many different types of people in an  
  empathetic, vulnerable light.  
  As a part of our mission to democratize theatre, Fractal is selling tickets on a    
  pay-what-you-can donation system. Theatre is a communal art, and should be  
  made available to the community at all levels.  

About Fractal Theatre Collective 

We create powerful, unique works that are deeply personal, radical, and authentic to our time and 
craft. We eschew tradition by tearing down the rigid  conventions of theatre-making; replacing 
fear, pride and envy with friendship, family and love. We promote the values of theatre through 
community engagement, accessible performances, and narratives that meaningfully engage 
oppressed identities. Fractal Theatre Collective produces completely new works and ideas, 
cultivated from both within the company and with outside sources we deem in need of a 
theatrical platform. 

CONTACT:  Elizabeth Morton, Fractal Communications Director 
  703-732-0744 
  FractalTC@gmail.com | FractalTheatreCollective.com
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